Post mortem high resolution diffusion MRI for large specimen imaging at 11.7 T with 3D segmented echo-planar imaging.
Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is the only in vivo technique allowing for the mapping of tissue fiber architecture. Post mortem DWI is an increasingly popular method, since longer acquisition times (compared to in vivo) allow higher spatial and angular resolutions to be achieved. However, DWI protocols must be adapted to post mortem tissue (e.g., tuning acquisition parameters to account for changes in T1/T2). New method: In this work, we developed a framework to obtain high quality diffusion weighted images on post mortem large samples by using a combination of fast imaging with 3D diffusion-weighted segmented EPI (3D-DW seg-EPI), Gadolinium soaking and data denoising. Analyses including tractography were used to check the quality of the acquired data, including a comparison with 3D-DW SE acquisitions. Comparison with existing method: Effects on diffusion data of each of the components of the framework were tested: 3D-DW seg-EPI versus 3D-DW SE EPI; with and without data denoising; with and without Gd-soaking. Our study demonstrated the feasibility of analysing anatomical connectivity using diffusion imaging of a post mortem macaque brain with a 3D-DW seg-EPI sequence acquired at ultra-high field. The combination of high angular and spatial resolution DWI with Gd-soaking and denoising provided data allowing us to perform diffusion tractography with results very similar to those obtained with a 3D-DW SE acquisition (with shorter acquisition times: 222 h versus 37 h for 3D-DW seg-EPI).